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PREFACE 
The :rmr:i>o se of th:ts sug:·\ested guide is to atter:�pt 
to help those ind:!. vidnals interested in the Dro:r10 ti on 
of teR.chinc art education in tJ•c seconc12.r7 school of 
the State of Illinois; to forr'.11la te an inclus ive program 
of art educat:ion that rr:i.ll be 1".l.eaninc;ful and intcre st5.ng 
to the avernr;c h5.:':h school bo;T or girl v;!:o has nrev5.ously 
had little or no art in school. 
The ·ciro--:ran the wr:i ter }'"Jroposes i s  for every 
student, resardloss of the �e�rce of his artistic 
ah:i.l:i t""r, not necessPr5.l:r for the stndcnt '.'lJl.o c::-.co11s in 
pain tinr:, dr2u:i.n0;, nnd vrJ.:.o senerDJ.1 y �)erf orms r!ell. 
stl1.C1onts <�_egj_re an· urnlcrstnndJn�· of ·:-:;Ye fjeld of ai�t, 
j_ ts boundr:i. es, :i.n ter":·'al pn.rt, and propert:i.e s, bl.1. t are 
T:'-'..is ;:cuicle is in tende(l_ to add to t1-:.e labor8. tor;.' 
and learn sonet�1inr: of t�"'e lmliTl"IJ_ted Yrorlc3 of art 
whj_c}- 5_s nronnd h b1 ever;rde,y, ra ti; Ar tt'a:r_ to reflect 
m�_-7 :ma;j or revi_ slon on the laboratory t-;'rPe class. 
11'.any T)Ubllc ]15gh sc>ools }'e.ve progrHr'..s at the 
:nresent tl'le that :i.ncopry;rate t'l---te bm t�r::le c J_Rs :" e s; 
t1-'-Gt is, the lf'cborRtor�; t;:-:"e and tl'_e lecb_1_re type. 
Ho·:rever, even ':fr' en t}--_e s choo J_ off er s art c ours Gs 
r:lade un of tJ,_es e ti:ro t;:ri--'e cl0s ses, sone s ti_1c1_en ts s.re 
reluct1?_nt to tr.Jee then because the student feels he 
cannot fulf:1 ll tl1-e laboratory nortj_on of tl'e cla"s 
Judr�et'.ient of tlrn 11 sncc es2.fi_ll 11 
7:1an:n er j_s the s tucle:n t 1 s evalua t�:_�)n of hj_�·,self, 
presn_:rosed, not nee es snr-i 1;� a re:C'lect:ton of the 
:tns true tor 1 s ev8_l na t5 on of t1•.e student 1 s ':ror1'". 
It is the lntenti on of th�.s pa:,--.e:.., to set dm'm, 
�-n n flexj_ble .for101, a s)".:eletel frai'1eYT0r:c for a one-
;rear co�_, rs e tl'a t 'ctO''-ld :•rov:i. de an;r h5 r;l1 school student 
an opportFn5_ tt to s ri t::i_ sf·:7 l'-is :need for boc,,Y'in[\ better 
infor�ea 5n the field of art in General. 
Th:'Ls r;nide -n--:5_r:-:11t be a:;inlied to an:r rublic hi:-;h 
school that of fers art j_nstruction rer,srdless of the 
ar".01.int of the art budp;et. The sur�c�ested rcfere�'"JCC 
boo1� ]_j_st for the nroposed cour9e r�j.�'ht be cranfed 
co1.,.,-"Jletol;r as there c_re R r;reGt niJ.nber of exceJ_1ent 
art bo0�'S on the narl�et at ti-\e nresr-mt tire. In the 
ii 
C8_se of the extre""le17r 1ow budr;et school, the reference 
books -r:7.:'"".ht be li.,.,1ited to tvro or t1-:.ree well c1"'osen 
booi-�s, and the course could still be t2ught i_n an 
eff'ec ti ve r1anner. 
iii 
CHAPTER I 
ART EDUCATION IN THE SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 
Art education in the secondary schools of the 
State of Illinois is being neg.lected; this is not something 
new, as it has been this way since art was introduced 
into the curriculum. As of 1 960, only 38% of the high schools 
Y .,1r .. r 
in the State of Illinois are offering art instruction 
'� . . . 
in the curriculum.1 This is due, in part, to the lack of 
understanding of exactly what art education is by the 
administrators and boards of education. Many boards feel 
that art education falls into the category of the 
"expensive equipment and supply." Actually, whether 
a high school has an Art Department or not, it can still 
present an effective course of art education on a limited 
budget. 
1 
"A survey of art programs today discloses that 
most small high schools do not off er art. In 
medium-sized school systems, art is offered on 
an elective basis. In large schools , the elective system also prevails, although certain high 
senools have more elaborate offerings that range 
from the elective system to fully accredited 
•major•·curriculums. The overall picture, never­
theless, indicates that the vast majority of 
senior-high-school pupils are denied a.ny 
appreciable art opportunity beyond the junior­
high-school years. "2 
Statement by Mr• William Beal.marl State of Illinois 
Director of Art, inte�view by te ephone. 
2 Italo L. De Francesco, Art Education: Its Means and· Ends, 
Harper and Brothers Publishers, New York, 1 958, P• 3�2. 
It is not to be misunderstood that the writer 
'1 · 
</ 
suggests that art education take the place/\ or subst� tute 
for the art class of the laboratory or lecture-discussion 
type. The type of course for the secondary level that 
is here suggested is in addition to the e�sting art 
program in the school. 
In many schools at the present time, there are 
hundreds of graduates leaving their high school years 
who have never had an art experience, �d in whose 
future there will never be one provided• 
Many students in the secondary school have approached 
the writer and have made statements that indicated their 
desire to learn something of the understanding and 
appreciation of the field of art in general. Usually 
the student's remarks will include the revealing 
information that he is pursuing a college preparatory 
course of study and there is simply not time or room 
in his busy schedule to take two or three years of art. 
(The writer is referring to students who do not plan 
to major in the field of art in college.) In his book 
Art Edµcation: Its Philosoph¥ and Psychology, Thomas Munro 
writes: 
"The fact is plain to any observer that art has 
not yet become a vital or important part of the 
American secondary school curriculum. Let us 
consider on a broader basis, then 1 some possible reasons for the present failure or art instruction 
on the adolescent level. Several partial causes may 
be pointed out at once • .  ·.In the first plac�, .the 
need of earning a living, or of prsparing for it 
by studies of direct vocational value, comes to 
bear upon the vast majority of children during 
this period. Secondly, the s elect few who are 
going on to college must get ready to  satisfy 
stringent college entrance r equirements . These 
leave little time for courses not recognized for 
college entrance , and slnce art is not yet generally 
recognized, it tends to be crowded out or the 
s econdary curriculum. Indirectly this affects 
the use or leisure time also ,  for the required 
studies are difficult enough to demand about aJ.l 
the energy which a student can spend on cultural 
pursuits .  I nstead of keeping·up his art interest, 
at least as a minor avocation ,  he is forced to 
more distinctly recreational amusements in his leisure 
time. To remove this particular obstacle, 
attention is now being given to the problem or .. assigning 
more college entrance credit for work in �t·"3 
It is the contention or the writer that we,_as 
educators in the,State or Illinois ,  are not doing an 
adequate job of giving our student s  a well rounded 
education if we do not provide art experiences to those students 
who desire them. If the student does not have time for 
more than one year or art, then educators should provide 
a course of study that will take advantage of this one 
year , and provide our students with as much information 
and understanding as we can. A syllabus of this  sort 
is the aim of this paper. 
3 Thomas Munro, Art Education: �ts· P¥�'9SORhY � Psychology, 
The Liberal Arts Press ,  New York, 6, P• 2 • 
CHAPTER II 
F'ROPOS"SD SCOFE OF ART m� TFE SEClYNDARY LEVEL • 
. Art shou 1 d be o.f.fered to any student who f'eels a 
need for it, an cl des iI'es furi�her 11nders tan di nc;. 
student can only vmr::: in one ye�'!r of art , th.en it is t::1e 
obl5,rnt5.on of t!�.e Art D:i.rector to devise suer, a co1'rsc 
in an affecti ve manner. 
Viktor Lowen feld gives us a vivid nictu re of l'is 
b elief s 011 1·.iho should be c;:iven art edUC[ction: 
"Prop er nrt s t i!lula ti o n j_s alvm ;rs deterrlined by 
the factors that influence the gro'Nth and 
develo-r;··,ent of the incHir5_c"lun1 d11rjr_o· a Y"l2.:rtic1,(lnr 
age perj_od. Durinp.; the cri sis of adoles cence the 
indj v:i.dn2l l•as to battle for 1·mnv far reac' ··in r; 
decisions. !-:e stands on the threshold of adult­
hooc1, reac·"'ec� nnder c5Pc1F1stnnces '.rh:ich often 
affect his life very def:inJ.tely. AdjustHent 
fror:t c1�ildhood to ac-:.·11 tho•;d us-:J_DJ.ly occurs under 
dlfficul ttes, '")hysiolo,ri;:i.cally and psycholoa,j_calJ;r. 
=e�t1"er one ca:n. bo se:")a::>ated fro, · 1 the cti.wr 
because the body is clos ely related to tl1e «rdnd, 
and ef.f e-ets j t ,r;re ntl�r. le shall, however, be 
concerned only �ith the psycholo?ical effects and 
'h.01.7 '.Ve cnn infl ne1'"'C e the1-1 ti,- neans of crer_t:ive 
Hct :iyit-::r. CrAat:i."'18 act �_v i t7:- �·dll thus become 
t'i':.c na tnrnl 0;1 tlet ard 1...,_e·:m s of e:;�·c)res sion for 
the j_ndiv:tdnaJ • Art educat:i.on chrins this 
:'..--".}JOrtPr:t ne:c':i orl s:·, ould b:t no r:ears be offcc�'cG. 
to on1�' a sele c ted p:r01rn, b"nt s'nouJ.d br: a nn tu:i::el 
"·'"'rns .--.·f OY".,"'"'S'"'"'�n-for ever·"onP 'J>�-'...., cn'· cJ··,.,.·�ovi tt::J .. J. . �J. - .:_ ·"· '·'"- 0 ... \.1 l \... ,. ,' . ··-'• ·- · '-' � - '  _ ......  )_ ·- · 
ls not :_r PCcord nJtl-· co··1r1on rr n c t 7.ce :in +;�·e 
A�0r-�c.<:i.""l i��ci;h f! C]'.ool , 1:r!H:re art :i.s tn11:;11t tc- a 
s:nall �ro11n of f'crt:i_s t i c al1;.r t! gifted i s tudents . 
'G:_fted 11 · uSlJ81Jy ref e rs to s17j_J_l, and conven­
t:i.onal :tnterT'retotions of objects of n8t-:.lre. 
If we cRn eJ��.".'.j_:no..te t'1:i s attj tnde towr>.rd 1 nr•t 
e;:-r;rr:s<-.i:=ir' and D.t t,lce ""·ni_e ti'-;'e develop solf­
corfic�or.ce in the irnEvidual to nccept art as 
selt-expression according to individual needs, we 
have succeeded in our chiet a im of making art a 
common expression ot mank1hd."4 
It the student desires to purs•e the applied facet 
ot art, he should register t or that course ot study; it 
the student desires the knowledge ot art in general, 
but is not espeeially interested in the actual applied 
approach, he should be allowed to tultill that need 
also. It is at this point that we, as artedl!l.cators, 
can do much to help the "average student" to enjoy the 
scope that art plays in everyday lite. Not only great 
art and artists can be presented, but also the st,gnitt-
cance ot local art and design. For i nstance, how can 
we as art· edue ators, contribute to the stttdent's ability 
to e:n.fbT art in the commUBi ty? One of the ways is to 
encourage the student to become cognizant ot the tact 
that art exists around us constantly. Art is not a 
fleeting phenomenon that a student mast travel to an 
art nmsemn to encounter, but rather is easily within 
h1s reach, providing art educators help him to perce ive 
it. Art •<lueators must ll8.ke the student .aware that 
appreciation oft en comes as the result ot "doing." 
Leste� µ. Longman ot the St ate ·Uhiversi ty ot 
Iowa statesi 
"Everyone has some appreciation and in everyOJ;t.e 
it can be developed. Th.ere are many levels ot 
appreciation. The tirst problem is to remove 
prejudices. In this af:.jani tor or brick layer 
4 Viktor Lowent eld, Creati•e and Mental Growth, The 
Macmillan Company , New York, 1952, p. 253. 
may have a head start on a dean or bank president. 
In one-year oourse in the history and appreciation 
or art, preferably accompanied by some studio 
experience, the basis can be laid tor independent 
judgment and a litetime ot enjo-,ment or a world or 
experience which would otherwise remain closed to 
one. In many eolleges the student does not have 
this opnortunity1 and when he does art 1a often 
taught either as a braneh or technology or as a 
part of the soienee ot hi story, rather than. as one 
ot the hume.nitiea ooncerned with the world of 
values. Thia does not develop appreciation. The 
student who wishes to proceed tur'lsher will best 
develop his 1l?lderstand1ng by becomlng aequainted 
with all the sources or art appreciati<m. As h• 
looks baek he will �hen re•ognize hi• tormer 
11mita�1ons and pre judices, and will also reeognize that there mu.st be others he is atill not aware dt; 
but he will have attained a higher leve1.•5 
Many ooMm:mlities sponsor loo al amatetr art exhibits 
which are, designed especially tor those people in·the 
eonmmnity who are interested in submitting or viewing 
art works. Also, there are o•tleta for co:mmunity artists 
in eoltnty fair s as well as the annual State or Illinois 
Fair held � Springfield, I111no�s. 
Many boys and girls graduating f�om high school will 
never enter the doors ot an institution of higher learning. 
How much more they eould enjoy the ar' or their oommunity 
and eTeryday surroundings, if we as high school instructors 
COll d intluenee them to know more and see more ot what is 
abou1' them. 
" See ing by proxy, that is, through the eyes of a 
•ritie or teacher, will not make us acquire any 
experience to rely upon. Only from our own 
experienc e will we derive a knowledge that will 
enable us to act surely and eonr1d ently in the 
world or Tisual things."6 
5 Lester D. Longman, History and Anpree1at1on of Art, 
William c. Brown Company, Dlibuq11.e, Iowa, ·.1949, p. 4. 
6. Bates Lowry, The Visual E:xperience, Prentice-Hall, 
Inc., Engle wood C11lra, N. J., 1�61, p. 15. 
Aocording to Charles Gaitskell, art experiences help 
the adolescent to understand the society in which he lives. 
"Adole scence ·is a period fn Which youth is engaged 
in a s tl'llggle to r.each ma tlll'i ty. .1!o help the pupils 
in achieving this goal would appear to be the chief 
objecti-ve of any pr9gr8JDl,11e ot art education • 
.Aecommodationa nst'be provided so' that the learners 
may adjust the�s-�1:9'es as r•Jldily as possible to the 
changes resulting h'om physical' growth. A programme 
must be devised and a pedagogy employed so that the 
pupils may improTe in their ability to reach decisions, 
to take responsibility and. to .. think object:f_vely. Thei r 
art edu.cation must also help them to overcome tensions 
and to employ feel�ng in. ·��ressive apts of a.construc­
tive· nature. · Pina1·1r, it m:ast' a ssi st• young people to 
understand the soci ..e_ty 1n,,.wp1ph. they live and t o find 
a sa-tf.s:f'aetory- place 1n· it. In ai.mf, the objectives 
of art educ.ati,oa. �s1t. 1J;].tlu�· �ose ot. :•ssisting adolescents to d•Telop tl rst , an organized pattern 
ot personality and s�cond, '- re .• ,onably consistent 
philo s ophy ot' life' 1nc1•41ng ''a 'system ot values going 
even beyond tho�e ot an aesthet1c c haracter."7 
John Dew�y gives 11.a .much of t,he idea ot what is gain ed 
- ' ' . .�-� ' 
their coBllmlJllity. 
"We live in a world. in mich there is an immense 
&lllount ot organization, not one of the ordering of a 
growing e xperience, one that involves, moreover, the 
·whole of the live creature, toward a t"1llt1111ng 
conclusi on. Worka ot art that are not_remot• .from 
comm.on life, that are widely enjoyed in the community, 
are signs ot a unified collective life. But they are 
also marvelOu.e'aida in the creation of such a life. 
The remaking of the material ot .. e xperience. in. the a.et 
of expression is not an isolated e vent c on.tine d to th.e 
artist and to a person here .and there 'tllho happens to 
enJoy the work. In the degree in which art exercises 
its office, it is also a reaa.king of the experience•of 
the comnnmity in the clirection ot greater order an4 
unity."8 
By better preparing every stu4ent wh o wishes with art 
experience we are ultimately enriching the communities in 
8 
Charles D. Gaitak•11, A?'t F.duoation Du.ring Ad.olescace, 
Harcourt, Brace and Company, New York, 1954, p. 6. 
John De1tey, Art as Ebcperienee, Minton Balch and Compan7 
New York, 1934, p. 81. 
which the student will later reside. We are providing 
the community with a greater number o.f art people on 
whom to d,raw .for the com.nn.m.itiea art needs. 
In many high schools in the State ot Illinois who 
haTe a s�cnndary art program ot at least three years, 
�rt educators are reaching approximately ten to .fifteen 
perc�nt o.f the total enrollment of the school.
9 
What 
is happening to the number of s1ru.dents in the remaining 
eighty-five to ninety pereent, who actually want to take 
art for one year, but have conf'licta which make it 
impossible for them to take two or three years? 
The writer has been questioned by parents ot high 
school student• «boat ma:t can.be done tor their 
partieul&P·children who :t1nd,1t tm.poasible to take two 
or three years ot a.J>t. The parenta ha•• indicatea tha' 
their children desire ai-•, but eannot work it 1n•o their 
busy schedule toP mol"e than one year. Many till.es the 
student must take an •Xploratory tn>e art class i• he 
takes.any art at all; at the other courses ot.fered each 
has as its prereqtt111te, the preoee41ng art course. 
When the student on the secondary level, who desires 
art in his daily schedule, cannot attain it, he often 
turns to an outside agen&y to� art experiencea. When we 
rely on outside agencies too heavily, we sometimes eeapro­
:miae the quality ot in.atruetion tha�is aeed.ed.. 
9 Statement by Kr. William Bealmar, State of Illinois 
Director ot Art, interview by telephone. 
Howard Conant remarks that "Parents and youth group 
leaders sometimes, unknow11ngly, teach art harm.fully. 
Craft kits and similar activities are not creative and 
are contrary to the aims ot art education. Some parent• 
and 'J'OUth gro\lP leaders are beginning to realize the 
need tor better leadership preparation tor creative art 
activities." It is being recognized more and more that 
10 
those people who are charged with the teaching ot ar' and 
crafts, eTen in a ea.mp or workshop situation, must be 
adequately trained; they must have more than the us118.l 
"handiness" with materials. 
"Philosophers from Plato to Dewey have concerned 
themselves, among other things, with art and, in a 
sense, with the kind. ot art education childr• 
should have. Professional art educators of the past 
and especially of the last one-half century, have 
continued the interest in both problems. They have 
· .. . :; -.da:4'.Pltt>nouncements and have engaged in atudies, 
some of them emperical, to discover better wAys 
and sounder methode tor a more effective program 
in the arts. Art as it affects the individual 
10 
11 
and art as it affects society have been considered 
singly and in relation to each other. The training 
of producing artists, the 4evelopment of general 
taste and appreciation, and the preparation of art 
teachers have also continously occupied the mind.a 
ot art educators, general educators and social 
scientists."11 
" • • • •  One of the major concerns of art education is 
its effect on both the individual and society in 
general. It is impossible to live cooperatively 
and understand the needs of our neighbors without 
self .. ident1fieation. As the child 1dent1fjes himself 
with his own work, as he learns to appreciate and 
understand his environment by subordjnating the selt 
to it, he grows up in a spirit which necessarily 
will contribute to the understanding of the needs 
Howard Conant, Art in Ed'!c,s.ti�A, Charles A. Bennett 
Co., Peoria, Illinois, 1959, p. 29. 
Italo L. de Francesco, Ar� Education; Its Mea�s and Ends, 
s..p•�and Brothers Publishers, New York, 1958, p. 68. 
of his neighbors. As he crea tes in the spirit at 
incorporating the self into the problems of others, 
he le arns to use his 1Jn8.g1nat 1on in such a way that 
it will not be difficult for him to visualize the needs 
ot others as if they were his own. Iniientifying 
hims elf with art media, by experiencing them in their 
living quality, the child will gain appreciation and 
insight into the meaningi'ulness ot art and culture. 
As the child develops creatively, the other sub j ects 
in this learnings will necessarily gain in importance 
by this proceas."12 
P'rom what such writers as Lowent'eld, Dewey and Conant 
have stated, it la appropriate that there is a definite 
need to put more emphasis on art and its role in the lives 
of inhabitants ot the co:mmun1'1 than we are presently dolhg. 
Only 20% of all students graduating from high school in the 
State ot Illinois in 195� had any art experien ce at ell, 
in all of their twelve years of sohool. We have eome to . 13 
give art very little attention in proportion to the extent 
that it touches our lives. 
12 Viktor Lowenfeld, Creative.and Menta��G.!'owY!, The Macmillan 
Company, New York, 1952, p. 19. 
l� Statem ent by Mr. William Bealmar, State ot Illinois 
Director of Art, 1 nte�1ew by telephone. 
CHAPTER III 
AN ART NEED OF THE SECONDARY'.:JSCHOOL PROGRAM. 
The neglect of art one the secondary level in the 
State or Illinois is indicative of the college level, 
also. Although there are some areas of preparation 
that require, in the curriculum, that the student 
take at least one art course, there are a great many 
more fields of endeavor from which students are 
graduated that require no art experiences whatsoever. 
Dr. John Ely Burchard, Dean of the School of Humanities 
and Social Studies of Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology. gives an indication of his feeling of 
the present preparation of students as far as art 
experience is concerned. "As I have said many times. 
a great many young men and women are graduated from 
our institutions of higher learning visually 'illiterate.• 
Art and architecture will not flourish in any culture 
unless there are both talented artists and sensitive 
customers."14 
Because of a badly needed answer, Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology formed a committe to search for 
some truths involving the worth of art in relationship 
to a balanced curriculum. Through several years of 
study, the committee state the following: 
"Until very recently American education thinking 
has tended to disregard the visual arts as a field 
14 John Ely Burchard, .Art Egucation for Scientist and 
Engineer, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
Cambridge, Mass., 19'57, P• 2. 
of universal, practical necessity above the 
elementary level. Even now the great majority 
of high school and college students will 
terminate their formal education without any 
experience of the visual arts, although it 
would be unthinkable that any one of them 
should not hav� had training in the use of 
words or exposure to some form of literature. 
Yet, dead languages bespeak the te�poral 
nature of the special word, whereas the 
artifact is mute testimony to the caliber 
of forgotten cultures. American education 
has been, and still is, based on vocational 
convenience rather than deep-rooted values. 
Ir an idea·connot serve the immediate need 
of the day, it appears to be without teaching 
merit. To the practical mind, the visual arts 
seem too far removed from the expedient to 
warrant �Jlbstantial attention. There simply 
isn't time, runs the familiar excuse, in 
relation to important studies. As, a result, 
there is a discrepancy between the average 
freshman's ability to think and to see. 
Already scholastically mature, he has yet to 
learn his ABC's in visual terms. "1; 
Because of the findings or the studies carried on 
by the Committee for the Study of the Visual Arts at 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the committee 
recommends that "every student have a minimum experience 
of the visual arts. As a rule, he (the student) has 
fixed standards and prejudices scarcely discouraged in 
high school and should be encouraged to examine what 
he thinks is fixed. Because of its sensory impact, an 
experience in art can make startling revalations to 
him. ''1 6 
Few fields on the high school level provide even a 
1 5  Committee for the Study of·the Visual Arts Art E4ueation 
tor Scientist and Engineer, Massachusetts institute of 
Techn9logy, 1957, P• 9. · 
16 Ibid. , P• 3 5. 
sampling or vague similarity of what an effective art 
curriculum can offer. Each field of study offers segments 
that are uniquely its own. There are a great many of 
thes& unique experiences that are offered only in the 
tield of art; experiences that are of great value to 
any educated person, regardless of his chosen field 
of endeavor. 
As music deals with the sense of hearing, so art 
deals with the sense of sight and the tactile sense. 
It is conceivable that if art experiences are not made 
available on the high school level, a great number of 
desirous student,s may never have the opportunity to 
. .. . ''\;/ adequately experience these senses as channeled to art. 
!:><"' ./ .... � .... ,.-o-"· 
The writer feels it is the obligation of every 
art educator to interest and reach every student who is 
at all interested in art, even if the student can manage 
only one year of art. It should be impressed on students 
that one can derive a tremendous enjoyment in knowing 
and viewing works of art as well as creating them. There· 
will be a great many more students consuming goods than 
there will be creating goods; therefore we should be 
educating these future consumers to choose wisely and 
with taste. "Spectator sport" might be as appropriate 
for the field of art, as for any other field. 
The syllabus included in the appendix of this paper 
is designed for the average high school curriculum. In 
terms of cost, it is very low; it could be carried out 
in a most effective manner at the cost of below fifty 
dollars. Once the initial outlay is made, the course 
may be repeated yearly, thus reducing the yearly cost. 
If the subscribing school has an adequate library, the 
cost of the course  is practically non-existing. For the 
school that has a higher art budget there are scores 
of art books, reproductions, films and slides, plus 
other visual aids that, if properly selected and used. 
could prove helpful. 
SUMMARY 
It is hoped by the writer that his paper might 
help in the organization of a course on the secondary 
school level which would provide the high school student 
with an understanding and appreciation of art as it 
functions in our everyday world. 
Such a course would provide any high school 
student with a two-semester background of art education 
containing offerings to enhance the student as a 
consumer, and to enrich his life in the years to come. 
The writer feels that we, in the field of Art in 
secondary education of the State of Illinois, are not 
reaching all secondary students who desire to lmow 
something of the art world. It is further felt, that 
by the development of outlines of this sort, that 
public schools of Illinois can adapt them to their 
situations, and in so doing can have a practical 
skeletal framework on which to base an approach. 
APPENDIX 
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UNITS 
I. What is Art And To Whom 
Does It Belong? 
II. Art As Related To Us. 
III. Materials and Processes. 
1 8  We1js IV. History and Appreciation. 
36 Weeks - Total. 
Unit One: What is Art And to Whom Does it Belong? 
I. Topics for Discussion. 
A. What is Art? 
B. Where is it found? 
c� Whom does it involve? 
D• What opportunities does it offer? 
E• How does art af tect ust 
F. How is used in the business world? 
G. How is it used in Industry? 
H. What ways does art influence our thinking? 
1 •  Styles 
2� General design 
3 • Psychologically 
�. Consumer items 
a)• Car Design 
b); Furniture Design 
c)• Building Design (Architecture) 
d)• Small appliances 
e)• Large appli•nces 
f). Fashion Design 
g). Textiles 
II. Projects. 
A. Select a small appliance and collect pictures 
of as many changes in its design as possible. 
For instance. the design of the telephone as 
we know it today. compared to the many s tages 
of design it has come through. 
B. A brief look at various types of lettering. 
c. Collect as many pictures of various forms of 
architecture as possible. 
D. Make a listing of jobs and professions that 
require an art background. 
Unit Two: Art as Related to Us: What Are Its Properties? 
I. Discussion Topics. 
A. Color Theory 
1. Primary Colors 
2. Secondary Colors 
3. Intermediate Colors 
If• Complimentary Colors 
5. Split Complimentary Colors 
6. Analagous or Adjacent Colors 
7• Triads 
8• Tints and Shades 
9. Prism 
B. Warm and Cool Colors 
C• Receding and advancing Colors 
D. Symbolism of Color 
E• Color Mixing in Terms of Jarious Media 
F. Elements o:r Design 
1. Line 
2. Mass 
3. Shape and Form 
i+. Size 
5. Balance 
a)• Formal - Symmetrical 
b). Informal - Asymmetrical 
6• Gradation 
7•; Rythmn 
8 Variation 
9. Direction 
10e Textures 
11 . Distortion 
G. How are the above principles applied to 
everyday living? 
1. Art elements in the items around you. 
a). Design of items in the school room. 
b). Design of Clothing and Jewelry. 
c). Architecture 
d). Use of materials .  
e). Art in "your livingroom." 
(1) Design of Television sets 
(2) Design of Drapery 
(3) Design of Accessories 
(�) Design of Dinnerware and Silverware 
(?) Stove and Refrigerator Design 
f ) . Decorative Design and Structural Design. 
g). Design of individual student's home. Can 
it be identified as one or a combination 
of architectural styles? 
H. Design in I ndustry. 
1. Commercial Art. 
2. Industrial Art and Design 
3. For whom are items designed? 
G-� Who "dictates " the "shape of things?" 
�. How do we as consumers affect the design of 
industry? 
II. Projects .  
A. Name as many instances as possible where art 
is used in the home. 
B. Construct a model of your room,  just as it 
is.  (Cardboard construction. ) 
c. Construct the same room making any changes 
you would like; keep an account of cost 
involved, plus the source of your comsumer 
items . 
I II.  Art in Religion. 
A. Types ot Church architecture.  
1. Reflection of certain periods . 
2. What materials are used in construction? 
B. Art used within the Church. 
1. Objects of art in the ritual . 
2. General exterior embellishment. 
3. General interior embelliShm�nt.· 
If.. Art objects found in the Church, other 
· than those used in the ritual. 
5• Styles of Churches in ol.11' vicinity. 
6. Stained Glass window construction and design. 
Unit Three : Materials and Processes. 
I. Processes 
A. Leather 
1; Hides used from certain animals. 
2. Tannin and preserving. 
3 .  Designing articles ; suitability. 
�. Tools and techniques.  
;. Finishing and lacing. 
6. Figuring cost. 
B. Plastics 
1 ;  Simple make-up. 
2. Types and forms. 
3; Glues and dyes . 
�. Use and. adaptability. 
;. Simple background. 
6. Figuring cost• 
c. Ceramics (Pottery) 
1;  Make-up of clays. 
2. Techniques 
a) ; Simple hand construction. 
b);  Slab construction. 
c ) •  Coil method. 
d)• Slump or hammock method. 
e);  Mold making and pouring. 
f ) .  Potter's wheel. 
(1) Simple history. 
(2) Demonstration or use. 
g ) ;  Kiln firing and stacking. 
h)e Glazes, underglazes and slip. 
1). Simple causes of failure.  
D.  Silk Screen 
1. Use in industry. 
2. Drawing master design and cutting film. 
3 .  Methods 
a) ; Film process . 
b). Touche and glue process . 
4. How used in fine arts. 
;. Tools used. 
E .  Etching 
1 .  Various uses . 
2; General technique. 
3. Combined processes. 
�. Tools and acids used. 
;. Uses in industry. 
F .  Sculpture 
1• Suitable materials . 
2; General layout. 
3. Tools suitable to materials. 
�. Techniques to insure more satisfactory results. 
5• Uses · 
6.  Demands in everyday living. 
G. Stenciling 
1. Planning master copy. 
2; cutting each stencil. 
�; Making the plan coincide. 
If.� Application of the paint.  
2. Tools and uses . 
6; Precautions. 
7. Uses of stencils. 
H. Chip Carving 
1� Planning design. 
2. Cutting. 
3• Sanding. 
If.; Importance · of preeisi·on work. 
J•: Tools used. 
I. Enameling (Copper or Silver) 
1. Brief history• 
2. Uses or tools. 
3• Limitations. 
�. Safety measures. 
5. Kiln operation. 
6. Precautions of workmanship. 
7;. Kiln care. 
8. Importance of cleanliness . 
9. Description of ingredients of enamels. 
J. Sagged Glass 
1;. Uses. 
2; Technique. 
3• Precautions. 
If.• Kiln operation. 
5. Safety measures. 
K. Glazing 
1;. Make-up of glazes .  
2. Application and use. 
a). Spraying. 
b). Dipping. 
c);. Pouring . 
d) . Combination 
3.
. 
Kiln stacking. 
If. Firing temperatures. 
5. Kiln cooling. 
L. Engraving 
1. Uses. 
2. Tools.  
3. Techniques . 
If.. Combinations with other processes. 
M. Jewelry Making. 
1. Techniques .  
2. Types . 
a). Copper wire. 
b);. Copper enamel. 
e). Sterling Silver. 
d). Cerami c .  
e) ;. Plastic. 
f) . Miscellaneous articles . 
g ) ;.  Stones, found and polished. 
h) � Various metals. 
N. Weaving. 
1• Simple tabby. 
2. Uses. 
3. Commercial uses. 
4. Visit to woolen mills. 
,. Forms in consumer buying. 
6• Simple, non-loom. 
7. Waffle weaving. 
o. Batik. 
1• Brief' background. 
2. · Technique. 
3. Uses of' product. 
4. Tools required. 
P. Print!� and Graphics. 
1• General technique for all printing. 
2. Various types. 
a)• Vegetable. 
b). Linoleum. 
c). Wood blocks. 
d)• Metal Plate. 
e). Miscellaneous plate. 
3•. Uses. 
4 9 . Stages of industrial reproductions .  
Q. Mosaic Making. 
1 • Background. 
2• Tools required. 
3. Organization in terms of shape. 
4 • Suitability for use. 
'· Materials suitable. 
R. Painting. 
1. Various Medium. 
a). Oil. 
b). Watercolor. 
c). Tempera. 
d) • Gouache. 
e). Casein. 
f ) •  Egg-Tempera. 
g)• Fresco. 
h)• Sand • .  
i). Other. 
s. Drawing Mediilm. 
1. Charcoal. 
2• Pencil. 
3• Chalk and pastel. 
4• Conte crayon. 
5• Crayons, wax. 
6• Pen and ink. 
7. Crow-qu111 pen. 
8.  Other. 
T. Other forms of drawing, painting, and crafts 
as suggested by the students. 
Unit IV: 
A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 
E. 
F. 
Art History and Appreciation. 
Prehistoric Art. 
1. Archeology: Its importance in exploring 
prehistoric art. 
2. Pleistocene : First appearance of man. 
3 .  Caves in France and Spain; discovery of 
paintings in these caves . 
4. Sculpture. 
Egyptian Art. 
1 .  Architecture. 
2. Sculpture. 
3. Minor arts.  
4. Hieroglyphics, carvings , cities and customs. Greek, Etruscan, and Roman Art.  
1 .  A comparison ot Greek and Roman Architecture. 
2� Statues .  
3� Customs that influenced art.  
4� Painting .  
5. Contributions and famous places. 
Early Christain. 
1 .  Architecture.  
2. Mosaics . 
3. Minor Arts . 
4. Painting. 
Byzantine. 
1 .  Painting. 
2. Religious Art forms . 
3. Mosaics. 
4. Main characteristics . 
Introduction to Renaissance ,  14oO to 1 600 A.D. 
1 .  Ancient Greeks . 
a) . Interest in man and the individual. 
b) . Greek ideal of beauty ; human nude .  
2. Evolving of Renaissance.  
a) . Fifteenth Century Italy. 
(1) South - Kingdom of Naples . 
(2) Central - Papal States .  
(3) North - Independent city-states. 
3 .  Florence : Center of Early Renaissance in Italy. 
a) . Medieval Government ; Guilds and·Signoria• 
b). Renaissance man appears;  Medici , bankers ,  
and patrons of the arts. 
c ) .  Florenc e ;  revival of literature and art .  
(1) Men and women educated. 
(2) Education humanistic;  Greek idea of 
importance of man. 
d) . Artistic people of Florence. 
(1) Machiavelli. 
(2) Vasari .  
e) . Renaissance Rome. 
(1) Papal state ; popes patrons of the arts. 
(2) Failure to recognize
t
the importance 
of religious movemen 1n Ge�many. 
G. 
H. 
I.  
J. 
f) . Rebirth due to various factor s .  
( 1 ) Printing press invented in 1 450. 
(2) Constantinople fell to the Turks in 145'3. 
(3)  New World discovered in  1 492. 
Characteristics ot Renaissance Painting .  
1 .  Painting in terms of volume. 
2. Deal with human emotions and specific 
human types .  
3 .  Organize scene t o  go with emotion. 
4. Interest in classic s .  
Masaccio 0·4o1 - 1 428) Florentine Paint er .  
1 .  Characteristics . 
a) . Perspective� 
b) . 
<! ) . 
d) � 
e) • 
r> • 
g) ; 
h) . 
( 1 ) Linear. 
( 2) Aerial . 
Volume. 
Idealized nudes . 
Foreshortening. 
Chariascuro.  · 
Expres sive quality and mood. 
Monumental. 
Reproductions . 
( 1 ) "Tribute Money. 11 
(2)  "Trinity. 11 ·  
(3 ) "Expulsion. 11 
Early Italian Renaissance ;  High Renaissance.  
1 .  Donatello. · ·· · ·  · · ·  · 
a) . Life ; 1 '361.1�6. 
b) . First Renaissanee sc'Ullptor of importance. 
c ) . Revived Lost Wax Process .  
d) . Studied ancient classical art in Rome. 
e) . Return to  nature .  
f) . Characteristics : Sculpture. 
( 1 ) Sculpture not subserviant to 
(2)  
(3 ) 
(l+) 
architecture. 
Contrapport. 
Forceful , dramatic , idealized · and vital. 
Reproductions : Bronze "David , �  and 
"Zuccone and Gottamelata. " 
2. Botticelli. 
a) . Life;  1 444-1 51 0. 
b) . Early Renaissance Lyric Painter .  
c ) . Savonarola incident. 
d) . Characteristic s .  
( 1 ) Figures dreamlike , delicate,  and sweet. 
( 2) Linear quality. 
(3 )  Contemporary beauty. 
e) . Reproductions . 
( 1 ) "Prima Vera Spring" and "Madonna of 
the Host. " 
(2)  "Line Drawing" and "Madonna and Child. "  
High Italian Renaissance.  
1 � Monumentality. 
2• Broad , geometric bas i s .  
3 .  Art of culmination. 
4. 
5. 
6 .  
Optimistic . 
Leonardo da Vinci. 
a) . Characteristic s .  
( 1 ) Univers al beauty. 
( 2) Similar to High Renaissance .  
b) . Reproductions . 
(1 ) "Last Supper . 11 
( 2 )  "Mona Lis a. " 
Michelangelo. · · · 
a) . Life 1 475-1 564. 
( 1 ) Florentine aristocracy. 
( 2 )  Invited t o  j oin Medici c ircle. 
b) . Characteristics.  
( 1 )  Renaissance and High Renaissance 
(2) 
(3 ) 
(If.) 
( 5) 
characteristics . 
Complete master of media. 
Main painter of Sistine Chapel. 
Renaissance architecture in Medici Tomb. 
Reproductions . · · 
( a) Marble "David, " "Creation, " and 
"Temptation. " · 
(b)  ttExpulsion, " "Last Judgment , "  and 
"Madonna and Child. " 
7. Raphael. 
a) . Life 1 483-1 520. 
( 1 ) Umbrian; s on of minor artist and poet. 
( 2) Assimilated Florentine styles . 
(3 ) Well liked and popular in own time. 
b) . Characteristics . 
( 1 )  Influence by Michaelangelo and Leonardo. 
( 2) Tries to combine classics , . Christian, 
and Hebrew ideals.  
K. Northern I talian Renaissance and Northern Renaissance. 
1.  Titian. 
a) . Life 1 4??-1 576. 
( 1 ) Venitian school aesthetically based. 
(2)  Beautiful lines and color. 
(3 ) Texture appeals to sens es .  
(4) Reflects Venice ' s  pomp and splendor. 
( 5� Uses oil. 
b) . Characteristic s .  
( 1 )  Organizes paintings by rich color masses , 
(2)  Christian feeling through color as 
· ·  opposed to class ic feeling. 
(3)  Rich, luminous color s .  
c ) .  Reproductions . 
( 1 ) "Venus and Lute Player" and "Danae. "  
(2)  "Entombment - "  and "Madonna with Cherries , 
L. Introduction to Northern Renaissance. 
1 .  Similarities . 
a) . Individualism. 
b ) .  Formal organization. 
c) � Volume . · 
d) ; Emotion. 
e) . Contemporary portrayal of peopi�. 
2. Differences . 
a) . Gothic Detail .  
b)  • Linear. 
c) . Innate realism. 
d) . Landscape. 
3. Rogier van der Weyden. 
a) . Life 1 4oo- 1 464. 
b) . Characteristics . 
( 1 ) Amazing detail. 
( 2) Uses oil. 
(3) Horror of Christ ' s  torture.  
(�) Overall realism. 
( 5) Honest representation. 
4. Bosch. 
-
a) . Life 1 450-1 51 6. 
( 1 ) Lived in Flanders .  
( 2) Placed a great value on standards . 
b) . Characteristics of painting• 
( 1 ) Moralistic in approach. 
( 2) Supercritical. 
(3 ) Imaginative landscape. 
(�) Deep character studies . 
M. German Renaissance.  
1 • Grunewald.  
a) . Life 1 470- 1 530. 
b) • Fame rests on Isenhiem Altarpiece. 
c) . Characteristics . 
( 1 ) Portrays Christ as Man of Sorrows , 
expressive , cruel , empathetic tnd-
distorted. -
(2) Wide swing of Germanic emotions . 
2.  Durer . 
a) . Life 1 474-1 528. 
( 1 ) German High Renaissance Painter . 
( 2 )  Engraver. 
b) . Characteristics . 
( 1 ) High Renaissance style. 
( 2 )  Brought graphic art to Fine Arts status. 
(3 ) Well traveled in Italy. 
c ) . Reproductions . 
( 1 ) 11Seli Portrait as Christ. " 
(2 )  Various Saints . 
N. Baroque. 
1 .  Begins in Rome in 1 600. 
2 .  Dynamic expression. 
3 .  Defies limits of materials . 
�. Positive , purposeful and novel style. 
5. Movement is key. 
6.  El Greco 
a) . Life 1 5'1+1 -1 61 4. 
( 1 � Born in Greece.  
( 2  Traveled in Italy. 
( 3  Settle in Spain. 
b) . Characteri stic s .  
( 1 ) Experimental color. 
(2)  Constant surface activity. 
( 3 )  Spiritualization. 
(4) Elongation. 
( 5)  Spiraling movement . 
(6)  Emotion. 
7. Caravaggio . · · 
a) . Life 1 573-1 61 0 .  
( 1 ) Police record. 
(2)  Influential down to 1 9th Century. 
b) . Characteristics . 
( 1 ) Down-to-earth reality in style .  
(2) Dramatic. 
(3 ) Genre scenes . 
(4) Tenebroso. 
( 5) Controlled lighting. 
(6)  Counter-Reformationist. 
8. Baroque Architecture and Sculpture .  
a) . Bernini . 
( 1 ) Life 1 556-1 629. 
(2 )  Architect . 
( a) Elaboration. · 
(b)  Forms broken, warped , twisted ,  
a.nd unstable. 
( c) Free form. 
(3 ) Sculpture .  
( a) Meticulous detail. 
( b) Controlled lighting. 
( c )  Emphasis on movement. 
(d) Diagonal composition. 
( e )  Emotion. 
(f)  Reproductions . 
i )  "Davidu - Motion, potential 
energy, shyness of nudity, 
naturalistic detail and texture.  
ii) "Appello and Daphine" - Classic 
myth;  movement , no sense of weight .  
111) "St. Theresa in Ecstasy" - · 
Controlled lighting , marble , but 
weightless ;  drapery in movement. 
iv) "Equestrian Statue of Constantine"­
Viewable from only one angle.  
o. Counter- Reformation. 
1 .  Rubens . 
a) . Life 1 577•1 64o. 
b) . Flemish. 
c) . Baroque mer ges in thi s artist . 
2 .  Reproductions . 
a) . "Rape of Daughters of Leucippus . "  
( 1 ) Appeals to sens es .  
( 2 )  'Movement . 
(3 ) Color fits emotion. 
(4) Emotional in general. 
b ) . "Descent from Cros s . " 
( 1 ) Diagonal composition. 
( 2) Controlled lighting. 
(3 ) Completed in Church. 
c) . "Battle Amazons . 11 
( 1 ) Violent action. 
(2)  Clas sic subj ect matter . 
d) . "Helena Fourment and Children. " 
( 1) Sitteen year old girl when he married 
· her at 50. 
( 2) Spent later life painting his family. 
P .  Rembrandt and Dutch Little Masters.  
1 .  Rembrandt van Rijn• 
a) . Life 1 606- 1 669. 
( 1 ) Protestant Holland ; no Church. 
( 2) Patronage of A.rt . 
b) . Reproductions . 
(1 ) "Nightwatch. 11 
( 2) "The Syndics . " 
(3)  "Bathseba. " 
(ft.) "Supper at Emmaus . .. 
c) . Characteristics . 
( 1 ) Subdued;  earthy tones . 
(2)  Caravaggio lighting. 
( 3 )  Figures glow. 
(l+) Conteaplative with great analysis . 
( 5) Dl.'tilatic application of paint .  
( 6 )  Commissions of private citizens. 
2. Dutch Little Maste�s. 
a) . Situation in Holl.and : Market system of 
art patronage• 
b) . De Hooch 1 629-1 6??. 
( 1 ) Reproduct
. 
iCDnS . 
( a) "The Pantry. 11 
1) Mastery of Spacial relations . 
ii) Highly organized. 
iii) Complicated penetration of spac 
iv) Abstraction of rectangles and 
cubes. 
c) . Vermeer . 
1 ) � Life 1 632- 1 675.  
2) . Reproductions. 
( a) "Woman Weighing Gold. u 
{b) "The Cook. " 
3 ) . Characteristic s .  
Q.  French Rococo. 
( a) Simple composition. 
(b) Atmosphere clarity. 
( c )  Genre scenes . 
1. Background. 
a) . French Royal Academy. 
b) . Situation at Versailles . 
(1 )  � Households. · 
en .  Jmtertainments . 
G > .  Music and Theatres . 
c ) . Characteristics of French Rococo . 
( 1 ) Light , delicate color. 
( 2) Multiplicity of figures ; no focal point 4  
(3 ) Emotion diluted. 
(4) Irregular form. 
( 5) Obscure subj ect matter .  
2. Boucher . 
a) . Life 1 703- 1 ?70. 
bl . Painting . 
( 1 ) Intimate , gay, and refined . 
( 2) Decorative , lavish, and extravagant. 
( 3 )  Porcelain pink skin. 
3 .  Fragonard. 
a) . Life 1 732-1 806. 
( 1 ) Studied under Boucher. 
( 2) Survived French Revo1ution. 
b) • Painting. 
( 1 ) Figures in misty Versailles atmosphere. 
(2) Genre scenes.  
( 3 )  Confident free forms .  
(Ji.) Loose ,  colorful brush strokes . 
>+. Clodion. 
a) . Life 1 738-1 8 1 1+. 
b) . Painting. 
( 1 ) Small statues for interior ornament. 
(2) High naturalistic modeling. 
(3)  Use of terra cotta. 
(Ji.) Flowing surf aces . 
( 5) Sensual. 
R.  Introduction to 1 9th Century Art. 
1 .  Neo-Classicism - Beginning of 1 900 ' s .  
a) . Propagandistic services of Revolution. 
b) . Dependent upon c opying ancient works . 
c ) . Drab color s .  
d ) . Opposite of Rococo.  
2 .  David 
a) . Life 1 748-1 825. 
( 1 ) Prix de Rome. 
(2 )  Part in French Revolution. 
(3 )  Head of French Academy. 
b) . Characteristics . 
( 1 ) Those of Neo-Classicisa. 
( 2 )  Direct reference to Greek and Roman. 
(3)  Caravaggio lighting. 
(Ji.) Restraint .  
( 5) Official French style. 
3 .  Architecture in America. 
a) . Influence of Nee-Classie movement. 
b) . Classical type civic , ,  bldldings .  
s. Romanticism.  
1 .  Characteristics 1 820-1 8;0. 
a) . Subj ects are cont-.,o.r,�. and exotic.  
b) . Accentuate color o�er form. 
c) • Caravaggio ligb1w1q.� . 
d) . Emphasis on fanta•7;;. irrational. 
e) . Escapist . .· . 
f ) . Explore all emotions . 
g) . Hot ,  p.asst,uate color. 
2.  Gericault . 
a) . Life 1 791 - 1 824. 
b) . Painting . 
( 1 ) "Raft of Medusa. " 
( a) CUrrent events . 
(b) Critiaizes Government. 
( c )  Romantic characteristics . 
(d )  Loose composition. 
Delacroix 
a) . Life 1 798-1 863. 
b ) .  Painting. 
( 1 ) Vivid, Passionate color s .  
(2) Romantic characteristics.  
( 3 ) Full of passi.on. 
T .  Realism. 
(4) Broken color effect forecasting 
Impressionism. 
1 .  Depict own time and social situation. 
2.  Materialistic . 
3 .  Often a social commentary. 
4. Photographic.  
5.  Abstract. 
6. Description and obser:Vat�n. 
7. Artists . 
a) . Courbet 
. ( 1 ) Lite· ,1 81 9-1 878. 
(a) strOllg forceful, and vigorous . 
(b} - Bat.ta:d academy. 
(2) Painting •. . : 
(a) . Cha?'acter11tics of Realism. 
· (b) Materialistic . 
( c )  Photegraphic. 
b) . Millet. · ·  
( 1 ) Life 1B1 4...1 875• 
(a), Peasant stock. 
(2) Painting.9 
u. Impres sionism. 
(a) �ealist. 
(b) .Generalizes humanity. 
( c )  . Simplified drawing. 
(d) Monumental dignity. 
( e) Social commentary. 
(t)  Universality. 
1. Characteri•ties.  
a) . Against Academy. 
b) . Emphasis on light · a!ld color. 
c ) .  Artists . 
( 1 ) Monet . 
(a) Life 1 81+<>-1 926. 
(b) Painting. 
1) Emphasizes light . 
11) Paints outside. 
iii) Instanteanity. 
(2) Renior. · 
(a) Lite 1 841 -1 91 9. 
(b)  Painting. 
i)  Impressionistic . 
ii) Lyrical. 
iii) Charming color and sparkle of 
light. 
iv) Sensual approach to color. 
v. Post-Impressionism. 
1 .  Characteristics .  
a) . Followers respected impressionism, but 
realized it lacked something. 
b) . Restores composition. 
c ) . Creates new art forms . 
d) . Positive and direct approach. 
2. Seurat. 
a) . Life 1 8,9-1 891 . 
b) • Painting. 
( 1 ) Scientific Approach. 
( 2 )  Pointillism. 
3 .  Paul Gauguin 
a) . Life 1 848-1 903 . 
( 1 ) Sunday Painter .  
( 2 ) Fled t o  Tahiti. 
b) . Painting.  
( 1 ) Symbolism. 
( 2 )  Smooth application of color. 
(3 ) Decorative . 
(4) Colored shapes . 
( 5) Leads to Fauvism. 
4. Vincent Van Gogh. 
a) . Life 1 853-1 890. 
( 1 ) Social worker. 
( 2 )  Brother Theo ' s  influence .  
b) . Painting.  
( 1 ) Bold application of color. 
( 2) Highly emotional. 
(3 ) Depth and intensity of all colors . 
(4) Non-decorative. 
( 5) Expressive ; leads to German expressionism. 
( 6 )  Subjective. 
5. Cezanne. 
a) . Life 1 839-1 906. 
b) . Painting . 
( 1 ) Organic composition. 
(2)  Sense of planes in space. 
(3 ) Two as well as three dimensional design. 
(4) Geometric shapes . 
( 5) Multiple viewpoint . 
( 6 )  Influenced Cubism. 
w. Cubism 1-906-1 920. 
1. Characteristics .  
a) . Geometric abstraction. 
b) . Severe and impersonal. 
c ) . Multiple view. 
d) . Color not emphasized. 
x. 
Y. 
2 .  Braque. 
a) . Life 1 882-
( 1 ) Went t o  Paris in 1 902. 
( 2 )  Influenced by Cezanne .  
(3 ) Worked with Picasso. 
b) . Painting. 
( 1 ) Characteristically a cubist. 
( 2) Paints stili-life subj ects . 
Picasso.  
a) . Life 1 881 -
( 1 ) Spanish origin. 
(2 )  Sketch of Philosophy. 
b) • Painting. 
( 1 ) Co-founder of Cubism. 
( 2) Later works probably most important . 
Fauvism. 
1 .  Characteristics. 
a) . Influenced by Gaugain. 
b) . Extremely bright color s .  
c ) . Child-lide simplicity. 
d) . Youthful spontaniety. 
e ) . Empathy. 
f) . Creates mood ·. 
2.  Matissee 1 869- 1 9;4. 
a) . King of Fauves .  
b) . Abstract escapism. 
c ) . Loose,  easy flat drawing. 
d). Spontaneous • .  
e) . Patternazation. 
3 .  Roualt 1 8?1 -
a ) .  Fauve. 
b) . Extremely bright colors . 
c ) . Colors broken up, but not scientifically. 
d) . Worked in atelier of stained glass maker. 
e ) .  Application of paint. 
f) . Religious and moral subj ect s .  
g ) . Rich textures. 
German Expressionism, Dadism, and Surrealism. 
1 .  German Expressionism. 
a) . Influenced by Van Gogh. 
b) . Centered in Berlin, Germany. 
c ) .  Psrchological impact of color. 
( 1 ) Strong . 
(2)  Vibrant . 
(3 ) Grating in intensity. 
d).  Distortion of forms are expressive of emotion 
e ) .  
f ) . 
g) . 
and motion. 
Warm and highly excited. 
Often morbid and tragic. 
Emil Nolde 1 86?- 1 956. 
( 1 ) Painting. 
(a)  Strong forceful ; almost cruel and 
ugly. 
(b) Medieval Gothic influence. 
( c )  Mask-like faces.  
h) . Schmidt-Rottluff 1 884-
( 1 ) Painting. 
( a) Simple ,  monumental. 
(b) Empathetic.  
(c)  Spontaniety. 
1) . Kokasehka 1 886-
( 1 ) Painting. . 
(a) German expressionist . 
(b) Psychological approach. 
{ c )  Currently works in Switzerland. 
j ) .  Dadism 1 91 6-1 924. 
( 1 ) Began in SW'it zerland .  
( 2 )  "Mad art for a Mad world. "  
(3 ) "Ready madett art.  
(4) Moved to Paris . 
( 5) Destructive art form. 
( 6 )  Dada artists . 
( a )  Arp . 
(b )  Erns t .  
( c )  Schwitters-Merzbuilds . 
k) . Surrealism 1 924 
( 1 ) Begun by Andre Breton. 
(2 )  Interest in psychology and subconscious 
(3 ) Doodle paintings and automatic procedures . 
(4) de Chirco. 
(a) Pro-Surrealist . 
( b )  Interest in subconscious . 
Cc )  Hot , suffocating atmosphere.  
(d)  Weird obj ects and space relationships . 
( 5) Dali. 
( a) Surrealist or 20 ' s  and 3o• s .  
(b) Depicts hallucinations . 
( c )  Interest in subconscious . 
z. Programa.tic Reactionism, Non- obj ective Art , and 
Bauhaus Movement. 
1 .  Progra.matie Reactionism. 
a) . Influenced by depression of 1 930 ' s . 
b) . Desire tor status quo in art by vested interest . 
c ) .  Retrogressive art movement. 
d) . International movement. 
e ) . Went back to Realism of late 1 800 1 s . 
f) . Propagandistic purpos es . 
g ) . John Curry. 
( 1 ) Regionalist - Midwest . 
( 2 )  · Illustrational Realism. 
h) . Grant Wood. 
( 1 ) Realism. 
(2)  Critical , fun-poking. 
2.  Non-Obj ective Art. 
a) . No relationship t o  other reality. 
b) . Integrated balance with sense of inner 
organization. 
c ) .  Mondrian. 
a) . Non-obj ective . 
b) . Pure design in basic elements .  
3 .  Bauhaus Movement. 
a) • Began in Weimar , Germany. 
b) . Remained in Weimar from 1 91 9  to 1 92;. 
c) . Moved to Dessau in 1 92 ;; remained until 1 933.  
d) . Walter Gropius , founder. · 
e) . Purpose :  To make students both master of 
fine art and craftsmanship , as well as 
industrial design. 
f ) . Focal point was integration of design with 
machine age. 
g ) .  Approached problems with rational simplicity. 
h) . Functional design. 
i) . Course content : 
( 1 ) Carpentry. 
(2) Stained glass .  
( 3 )  Pottery. 
(4) Metal . 
( 5) Weaving. 
(6)  Stage design. 
(7)  Wall painting. 
(8) Architecture. 
(9)  Typography. 
( 1 0) Layout . 
( 1 1 )  Furniture. 
( 1 2) Sculpture. 
( 1 3 )  Painting. 
j ) . Suppressed by Nazis in 1 933 . 
k ) . Abtndoned school and moved to Chicago,  Illinois 
1) . Ref'erred to as "New Bauhaus ; "  Later as 
American School of Design. 
m) . Name now changed to American Institute of 
Technology. 
AA. Modern Contemporary Art . 
1 .  Abstract Art . 
a) . Non-representational art .  
b) . Uses only lines , color , generalized or 
geometric forms. 
2.  Jackson Pollack 1 91 2-1 956. 
a) .  American Artist. 
b) . Automatic Methods .  
c ) . Emotional. 
d) . Drip painting. 
3 .  Other Modern Artist s .  
a) . Franz Kline 1 91 0-
b) . Motherwell 1 91 5-
c ) . La Liberte 
4. Frank Lloyd Wriiht 
a) . Architect , · . American. 
b) . Theory of Deaign. 
c ) . Characteristics of Buildings . 
( 1 ) Discussion of Hillside School , 
Spring Green, Wisconsin. 
( 2 )  
( a) Course outline; simple. · 
i )  General Maintenance, 3 Months . 
ii) Wall Construction, 3 Months . 
iii) Drafting, 3 Months .  
iv) Kitchen Detail , 3 Months . 
(b)  Western counterpart : Taliesin 
West , Nogales ,  Arizona. 
Discussion of Wright ' s  houses and 
buildings in the local area. 
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